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44 G. C. SHEPHARD

The converse is also true, namely that any crystallographic
reflection group over R corresponds to some compact semi-

simple Lie Group.
It can be shown that T may be covered by a Euclidean

space Rr in such a way that the singular elements of T (i.e. those
whose normalisers are of dimension strictly greater than r) map
into hyperplanes of Rr, and further, if the identity of G maps
into the origin 0 of Rr, then those planes passing through 0 are

precisely the hyperplanes of reflection of the Weyl group W. The
whole set of hyperplanes form a configuration known as the
diagram of the Lie Group G and it has the property that reflection
in any one of the planes leaves the diagram, as a whole invariant.

Now let W be any reflection group over R expressed in
orthogonal form, then W may be considered as operating on
some sphere Sr l whose centre is at 0. The hyperplanes of
reflection divide the surface of the sphere into spherical poly-
topes and it has been shown [5; p. 190] that each of these is

necessarily a simplex or a direct product of simplexes. Further,
the r hyperplanes that cut the sphere in the faces of one of these

polytopes form a fundamental set in that the corresponding
reflections generate the group. Furthermore, the volume
bounded by these hyperplanes forms a fundamental region for
W. A property of this fundamental set is given in (vi) of § 3.

Considering again the diagram of the Lie Group G, pick out
a fundamental set of hyperplanes through 0, defining a
fundamental region of the Weyl group. Then the part of the diagram
of G that lies within this fundamental region is called a Weyl
chamber. The Weyl chamber of the group G2 (the group of

automorphisms of the Cayley matrix algebra) is illustrated in
(iv) of § 3, where, for the present, the numerals are to be ignored.

§ 3. Properties of the Exponents.

(i) The ring of polynomial invariants of an r dimensional
reflection group W over k is the ring &[IX, I2, Ir] where lt is

a polynomial invariant of degree (mi -f 1). The are uniquely
determined by this property and are called the basic invariants
of the group W. The mi are called the exponents of W.
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This theorem was proved by Chevalley for k of characteristic

zero [4] and a partial converse (for k C) by Todd [9;
p. 282].

From this result we can draw several conclusions. Firstly
it implies a formal identity in power series in t:

TT J _ X? a-P - ^ -

where w is the order of W, and aj is the number of linearly
independent polynomial invariants of W of degree / (which, by
the above result, is the number of monomials in the li of total
degree /, and hence is the coefficient of P in the expansion of the
product on the left). The identity on the right is the classical
result of Molien [3; p. 300]. Considering only the first and
last terms of this identity, after a small amount of manipulation
we deduce

r
(a) 11 c + mi) =w

i— 1

(b) 2 mi number of reflections in W.

(ii) More generally there is an identity

lie + mii) 2 v1=1 3=1

where bj is the number of transformations in W that leave
pointwise invariant a linear subspace of V of exactly —
dimensions. Putting t 1 we obtain (a) above, and merely
states the equality of coefficients of t on both sides. No general
proof is known, but this result has been verified for all reflection
groups over C.

(iii) Writing H* (X, R) for the cohomology ring of a space X
with coefficients in R, S" for the ra-sphere, and A (aq, x2, xr)
for the graded exterior algebra on r generators, then for any
compact semi-simple Lie group G, we have

H* (G,R) H* (S2mi+1 x S2m2+I x x S2mr+1, R),
A (xlt x2,d°xi 2 mj + 1.
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This is the celebrated Hopf theorem [7] except for the number
and dimensions of the spheres (or of the generators of A). The
relation between the dimensions and the exponents of W is due
to Chevalley [4]. An independent proof has been given by
A. Borel [1].

(iv) Consider the Weyl chamber of a connected semi-simple
Lie group G, whose vertex is 0. Then each simplex Ar of the
chamber is to be labelled with an integer equal to the number
of intersections with the hyperplanes of a line joining 0 to an
interior point of Ar. It is trivially verified that such an integer
is uniquely defined, i.e. is independent of the interior point
chosen. Then we have

JI (i _ pu)= Jjv
where cL is the number of simplexes in the Weyl chamber labelled
with the integer i.

By way of example the Weyl chamber of G2 is illustrated
below. Here,

C0 c, c2 c3 c4 1

c5 c7 c8 - - f,( ~ » 2 et '.

The exponents are m1 « 1 and m2 5.

The statement of this result is only meaningful if k R

and W is crystallographic, and then it can be proved as follows :
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From (iii) by the theory of spectral sequences

H* (Og R) R [Ml, «2, -, Kr] d»Mi 2

where the right side is the graded ring of polynomials over R

and Qg is the space of loops on G. Hence if we write P (0.G, t)
00

(the Poincaré polynomial of QCr in t) for t dim R)
i= 0

we have

P(nG'i) H(TT^)
Bott, by the use of Morse theory [2] proved that

N^2i - P (üG, t)

i 0

from which the given result follows immediately.

(v) The Jacobian of the basic invariants Ii?

à (h, I,, -, Ir)
J

à (x'p

factorises into ^mi linear forms, which, when equated to zero,
give the hyperplanes of reflection of W, and each hyperplane is

repeated p — 1 times where p is the order of the corresponding
reflection.

Where all the reflections are of order 2, a very simple argument

proves this result in a more rigorous manner than that of
Racah [6; p. 775]. For (b) of (i) implies that the degree of J

is equal to the number of reflections, and the fact that J changes
sign when operated on by a reflection in W implies that the
equation of each hyperplane is a factor of J. This proves the
result. More generally it can be proved over any field of zero
characteristic for reflections of any order.

An interesting conjecture extends this result. In (ii) we
defined & as the number of transformations in the group that
leave a linear subspace of n — / dimensions invariant. The
set of all these linear subspaces forms a reducible algebraic
variety of dimension n — / and of degree and it is conjectured
that this is given by equating to zero all the (n — / + l)-rowed
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minors of the functional matrix à I-/à x- This conjecture has
neither been proved or verified.

(vi) This final property is the only one that holds for
irreducible groups only. Suppose that r reflections in W serve to
generate W (this is always the case for k R, but not for k C).
Then it is possible to pick this set of generating reflections so

that their product has characteristic roots

When k R it suffices to choose the reflections as those of a

fundamental set and then take their product in any order [6;
p. 765]. In this case also h has geometric significance as the
number of sides of the Petrie polygon [5; p. 223]. For k C

no general rule for the selection of the correct set of reflections
has been given.

This result has been verified for k — C, and general proofs
are known for k R, r 2, 3 [6; p. 772].
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